IT Asset Management (ITAM) and IT Service Management (ITSM) share the same goal – managing technology to deliver business value. They’re part of the same machine, so it makes sense to help IT Asset Managers work in harmony with IT Service Managers – sharing tools and information to improve efficiency of IT operations and deliver more value to the business at a lower cost. That’s why we’re continually evolving the ITAM capabilities of our assyst ITAM product - to help you deliver more business value from technology.

Get full visibility of your IT infrastructure with automated discovery of hardware and software. With assyst ITAM you can track and manage the lifecycle of all your assets from purchase to end of life, providing IT with immediate knowledge to help the business choose the right tools for the job. Monitoring tools give you visibility of systems, applications and services for optimized availability, end user satisfaction and business productivity.

Manage software to ensure license compliance and version control with Software Asset Management (SAM) features. Comply with regulatory and industry based audits by understanding what software is installed throughout the organisation. Our deployment tools help you track and manage the release of new software, patches and service packs - taking the heavy lifting out of managing software in large distributed environments.

**IT Asset Management Highlights**

- Multi-Time Zone Aware
- Mobile Friendly UI
- Self Health
- Agent-based and agentless asset discovery
- Searchable IT asset inventory
- ITAM process automation
- Automated software tracking
- Release and patch management automation
- IT policy compliance monitoring
- Flexible reporting tools
Benefits of IT Asset Management with assyst ITAM

- **Optimize your infrastructure**
  assyst ITAM helps you gain control over complex distributed IT environments by automating discovery, monitoring and maintenance of IT assets and the events that affect them - as well as supporting robust processes for IT operations.

- **Reduce purchasing costs**
  Reducing costs remains a big pressure for IT, but many businesses don’t know which assets are in use and which are redundant. Having all the data puts you in control, allowing you to make more cost effective purchasing decisions which support your business goals and objectives.

- **Reduce IT operations costs**
  Gain significant cost savings through the automation of ITAM tasks, such as asset discovery, systems monitoring and release management. Respond with more agility to business demands by focusing resources where they are needed most.

- **Better decision support**
  Make better informed decisions by having access to the supporting data which provide a complete view of the underlying IT infrastructure.

Axios Systems provides rapid deployment of SaaS and on-premise IT Service Management (ITSM) and IT Asset Management (ITAM) software. Our service management software, assyst, is an out-of-the-box solution that transforms IT departments from technology-focused cost centers into profitable business-focused customer service teams.

assyst is accredited for all 16 PinkVERIFY™ ITIL® processes. We were the first technology vendor to achieve this.

"To stay relevant and continue to improve return on digital technology spending, IT asset managers must become part of business asset management, enterprisewide."

— Gartner

"55% of ITAM teams now sit within an ITSM related department"

— ITAM Review